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LCCF Members were asked if their CF is using a strategic philanthropy model or an emergent philanthropy model 
 

Strategic philanthropy assumes that outcomes arise from a linear chain of causation that can be predicted, attributed and repeated. It locks funders into a rigid 
multi-year agenda that focuses donors on specific core issues within communities.  Strategic philanthropy builds on best practices, identifies existing needs and 
gaps, and targets both simple and complicated problems using rigorous evaluations to isolate the impact of solitary interventions.   Strategic philanthropy focuses 
on process and a defined formula that does not include the complex dynamics of interpersonal organizational relationships.  
 
Emergent philanthropy requires a constant process of sensing the environment to ensure that resources are being applied where opportunities are the greatest 
and where movement is already occurring.  Flexible frameworks are created to replace a linear and one-dimensional logic model.  Organizations are intentional 
and continuously examining how their strategy plays out in the context of surrounding events in an increasingly complex system.  Questions are routinely asked, 
where is community engaging, where are donors exhibiting emergent behavior resulting from their actions and the actions of others, leading to newly realized 
strategy. 
   

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION REPRESENTATIVE STRATEGIC PHILANTHROPY MODEL 

Stanislaus Community Foundation  
 

Marian Kaanon, 
President & CEO 

 

Ventura County Community Foundation Vanessa Bechtel, President & CEO 

We are doing a dive right now into all the facets that impact high dental decay 
rates between 0 and 5 years old in Ventura County in the emergent 
philanthropy model.  It is brand new and I will keep you posted on how it 
goes.  Otherwise, I’d say we approach things in more of the strategic fashion.  

Community Foundation of the Verdugos 
 

Edna Karinski, CEO Strategic Philanthropy Model 

 
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION REPRESENTATIVE EMERGENT PHILANTHROPY MODEL 

Orange County Community Foundation 
Todd M. Hanson, VP, Center for 
Engaged Philanthropy 

I would say we use an emergent philanthropy model, as we keep our funding 
flexible each year so we can make adjustments as needed.  For example, for ACT 
we set aside $200,000, with $100,000 for the strategic model, but we also set 
aside $100,000 to be responsive to other ways we could be impactful.  We also 
set aside funds every year “Special Opportunity Funds” to have available for 
projects that we discover during the year where our support can make a 
difference. 
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COMMUNITY FOUNDATION REPRESENTATIVE EMERGENT PHILANTHROPY MODEL 

Community Foundation of San Joaquin 
Linda Philipp, President & CEO 
 

As an emerging community foundation itself, Community Foundation of San 
Joaquin would probably fall into the latter category – more of an emergent 
philanthropy model.  Truth be told, all of our funds that we hold at the present 
are donor directed, so this really doesn’t apply to us as it may to others. 

 

Stanislaus Community Foundation  
 

Marian Kaanon, 
President & CEO 

We are very much engaged in an emergent philanthropy model through our 
work in both Stanislaus READS! as well as Stanislaus Futures, and our work to 
support emerging leaders in Stanislaus. 

 


